GLOUCESTER (DRAGONS) RECREATIONAL SOCCER
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Tuesday, October 16, 2012 – 7 p.m.
1-5510 Canotek Road, Gloucester, ON

MINUTES
Quorum was met and the meeting was brought to order at 7:08 p.m. by Alain Glandon, Chair.
Attendees were welcomed to the meeting.
1.0

Roll Call
The following board of directors were in attendance and introduced themselves.
Alain Glandon, Chair; Pat Lacasse, Executive Director, Operations; Tim McPherson, Registrar;
Gina Meacoe, Secretary; Rémi Beaudin, Director, Equipment and Facilities; James Fleming,
Director, Coach Development; Alex Kuhnert, Director, Youth Boys (12-18); Luc Beauchamp,
Director, Youth Girls (12-18); Susan Morris, Director, Mini Girls (9-11); Michel Beaulieu,
Director, Mini Boys (9-11); Jeremy Sales, Director, Micros (7-8); Fred Meacoe, Head Referee

2.0

Approval of Agenda
MOTION:
That the agenda be approved as revised.
Moved by David Lowe
Seconded by Pat Lacasse
CARRIED

3.0

Approval of October 18, 2011 Minutes
MOTION:
That the minutes of October 18, 2011 be approved as presented.
Moved by Pat Lacasse
Seconded by Amy Glandon
CARRIED

4.0

Chair’s Address
The Chair thanked everyone for attending the AGM and reviewed his report. The Dragons is a
recreational club and believes in fair play. The Dragons has received very positive feedback on
long-term player development, which gives children the tools to play soccer and become a
better person. A U18 coach allowed players to share their feelings with the team and the
games became fun and not solely about winning.

5.0

Board Director Reports
Each board director presented highlights from their report and responded to questions. On
November 3, the Board will be holding a strategic planning session. The Ontario Soccer
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Association (OSA) has released a new recreation matrix, which may be implemented in full
next year.
The Dragons will develop a concussion policy based on provincial government regulations,
which are being drafted. Experts recommend that players 12 and under never head the ball.
There is no definitive policy with any soccer club.
Nights of play will be reviewed to accommodate the new OSA matrix and team re-sizing and
will be established prior to the commencement of 2013 registration. The Dragons will consider
the feasibility of a winter soccer program, which would be school-based; have skills
development; and include a game.
Suggestions offered by attendees on various topics included:
• Surveying parents to see what services they want.
• Use the radio to recruit coaches
• Use more visual advertisements
• Make functional online tools to help with team management available, i.e., TeamSnap
• Supply business cards to coaches with the Dragons information printed on them
• Conduct a market research members’ survey on who is a part of the club. If 20% respond,
the information gathered may be useful to get sponsorship. Bryan Merritt volunteered to
assist with surveying members.
• Donations of soccer equipment may be welcomed by native communities or link up with
other organizations
Members were asked to send the Office Manager emails with information on donations. Oscar
Vargas offered to assist with shipping information.
It was suggested that the Hornets’ Technical Director be contracted to assist the Dragons with
professional guidance regarding coaching; act as a sounding board; conduct information,
training sessions, etc. Coaches in attendance were appreciative of the training available.
The issue of recruiting coaches came up in all age group directors’ reports. It was suggested
that university, high school or league players be approached to coach a team. It was noted that
it is difficult to get women to coach.
Bridget Edmonds and Currie Rowe were thanked for putting together teams at the beginning of
the season where no directors were in place.
The assignment of girls to referee girls’ teams was appreciated. Suggestions for referees
included:
• more prominence on the web page on how to become a referee
• have the referee talk to a team on what refereeing is about
• have the referee, at each game, introduce themselves to the coaches and inform them
that he/she can make mistakes and cannot see everything; then have the coaches pass
this on to parents
All board directors and office staff were thanked for their efforts.
Item 7.3 was moved up on the agenda.
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7.3

Volunteer Recognition (Volunteer of the Year and Coach Recognition)
Coach of the Year Awards were presented to those coaches in attendance. Winners
were Tracey Holmes U5-U8 Girls; Bryan Merritt U5-U8 Boys; Nicole Gaye U9-U11 Girls;
Dino Giorgio U9-U11Boys; Helene Humphrey U13-U18; Albert Celli U13-U18 Boys. The
overall Coach of the Year was Albert Celli who stated he was glad to give back to the
sport and support the organization.
The Volunteer of the Year Award was presented to Richard Ernst who thanked
everyone and spoke about his late son Justin.

6.0

Financial Report
The audited financial statements for 2011 were presented.

7.0

Other Business
7.1
Ottawa Gloucester Soccer Club (OGSC) Constitution
Fred Meacoe verbally reported on the creation of a new OGSC constitution over the
summer months. The constitution establishes an organization of the Gloucester
Hornets, the Seniors’ League and the Dragons, which will be recognized by the Eastern
Ontario District Soccer Association. The constitution serves all three organizations
without being to any group’s detriment and it has been vetted by a lawyer. All three
groups remain as three separate operating bodies and have received the constitution
for ratification and signing.
MOTION:
To ratify the October 15, 2012 version of the Ottawa Gloucester Soccer Club
constitution.
Moved by Pat Lacasse
Seconded by James Fleming
CARRIED
Attendees were informed that the Gloucester (Dragons) Recreational Soccer
constitution will have to be brought in line with the OGSC constitution.

8.

7.2

New Business
There was no new business.

7.4

Board Member Recognition
Past members Angela Kuntz, Treasurer; Amy Glandon, Youth Girls and retiring
members Timothy MacPherson, Registrar; Gina Meacoe, Secretary; James Fleming,
Director, Coach Development were recognized and thanked for their efforts on the
Board.

Election of New Board of Directors
Attendees were informed that there were multiple positions available due to directors stepping
down and interim positions needing ratification. The Board will be dealing with terms of office
at their strategic planning session and during the by-law and constitution review.
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Position

Nominators

Nominee

Results

Chair
Executive Director,
Operations
Treasurer
Registrar
Secretary
Head Referee
Director, Coach
Development
Director, Micros (5-6)
Director, Micros (7-8)
Director, Youth Boys
(12-18)
Director, Mini Girls (911)
Director, Youth Girls
(12-18)

Tim McPherson, Remi Beaudin
David Lowe, Luc Beauchamp

David Lowe
Pat Lacasse

Acclaimed
Acclaimed

Pat Lacasse, Luc Beauchamp

Irina Nikolova

Pat Lacasse, Bridget Edmonds
Bridget Edmonds, Fred Meacoe

Fred Meacoe
Oscar Vargas

Acclaimed
Vacant
Vacant
Acclaimed
Acclaimed

Bridget Edmonds, Luc Beauchamp

Currie Rowe

Michel Beaulieu, Oscar Vargas

Alex Kuhnert

Acclaimed
Vacant
Acclaimed

Pat Lacasse, Fred Meacoe

Susan Morris

Acclaimed

Tim McPherson, Oscar Vargas

Luc
Beauchamp

Acclaimed

The new Board was thanked. Alain Glandon was thanked for his work as Chair. Bryan Merritt
expressed an interest in the Director, Micros (7-8) position and Jeremy Sales agreed to be the
Assistant to the Director, Equipment and Facilities.
9.

Adjournment
MOTION:
That the meeting adjourn.
Moved by Pat Lacasse
Seconded by David Lowe
CARRIED
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 10:05 p.m.
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2012 AGM Report from the Chair
Introduction
2012 proved to be another successful year for the Dragons. This year we have implemented the program of
Long Term Player Development in accordance with the Ontario Soccer Association for the younger age groups. As the
program is growing across the country, this year we have also introduced T-shirts with our logo on it instead of medals for
some age divisions but the medals and trophies were still a great hit.
Challenges
Discipline among parents, coaches and players was generally good but there were a number of incidents that were in
some cases disturbing and in all cases disruptive and not in keeping with the Dragons tenets of behaviour and
sportsmanship. It is acknowledged that even in recreational soccer there is a level of competitiveness, but that has to be
tempered with respect and knowledge that at the end of the day we are playing first for sportsmanship, fun and exercise.
From a board perspective these issues also take up way too much time for those who serve on the board, most of which
has to be addressed at the expense of their work or family time. In 2013 it will be important to ensure that the coaches are
properly trained with an attempt to get as many certified with the new coaching program as possible. The message about
fair play, respect and setting the standards for behaviour cannot be stressed enough to all.
This year again proved difficult to find coaches with some not being recruited until the first game day. The burden this
places on the organization to be able to function effectively is enormous. All recreational sports clubs rely on coaches
being pulled from the parent/member base. There is no pool of coaches on the sidelines just waiting for a team to land at
their feet. It is imperative that parents recognize this and come forward early in the process.
Positives
The Dragons organization prides itself on bringing a safe and fun soccer opportunity to thousands of children in our
community and this year was no different. Often when I speak to people about the Dragons they are amazed to find out
how many teams and players there are in the league. With 164 teams and over 2,357 players, it is truly a very visual part
of our communities. This is evidenced that driving by any soccer field on any given night and seeing them full of players.
Strengthening our community partnership is the sponsors who help defray the equipment costs every year. We are proud
to have Eastside Mario’s and Lowe’s Home Improvement as our major sponsors.
The Dragons also prides itself in making sure every child in the community has a chance to play who wants to. Again this
year the Dragons worked with KidSports Ottawa, a City run service that provides registration or equipment to those who
may otherwise not be able to afford it. We have also donated equipment to community schools and organizations.
The Dragons Board works hard to ensure that everyone has not only a fun summer but a safe one as well. We have
implemented or improved a number of policies this year including policies related to playing in high heat, inclement
weather game cancellation and a field condition assessment for referees. The Handbook was also revised and reformatted this year both to address all the policy updates and also to streamline the information and make it easier for all
to find what they are looking for.
2013
We look forward to continuing another great season with more strategic planning, sponsorships, partner ships, also our
new fields are targeted open in spring 2013. We will continue to work on field improvements throughout the year.
Conclusion
This year has proved the differences between recreational and competitive soccer and hoping players know their place as
we still move forward on the coach development, also working on LTPD for improvement that will benefit everyone over
all.
Alain Glandon.
Chairman
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2012 AGM Report of the Executive Director of Operations
Overview
Overall 2012 was a very successful year for the Dragons. Over 150 teams of children had a fun season culminating in a
successful, condensed fun day/cup day. The Association welcomed some new members - myself included - and ideas
while continuing to be anchored by long term members and office staff.
The philosophy of continuous improvement carried forward again this year with a number of improvements brought about
this season. Lessons learned along with new ideas from this season will be evaluated and implemented for 2013. In fact a
number of these are already done or underway.
Governance
While of interest to perhaps only a few, this year saw the drafting of a new constitution for our parent association, the
Ottawa-Gloucester Soccer Club (OGSC). I welcome the opportunity to work together with our sister clubs, particularly the
Gloucester Hornets, in providing the best services possible for our club members. We are both working towards full
implementation of the OSA's Long-Term Player Development (LTPD) model, which will guide us in maximizing our young
charges' fun and soccer abilities.
Field Scheduling / League Format
With wonderful cooperation from the Hornets, our scheduling matrix was completed well ahead of season start. For the
first time, the Dragons used E2E's scheduling module to plan the season and to serve as a face for the public on our
website. The glitches were all internal, and our members saw a mostly seamless product, including season schedules,
the ability to print the schedules for all of your children to one page, and the standings. We will continue to work with E2E
to improve their product.
This year saw a return to an old tradition - having both a League and Cup Championship for our U13-U18 divisions. This
move was greeted warmly by our members, and we received much positive feedback. As well, the move to a festival for
our U9-U11 divisions in accordance with LTPD was also a positive experience. For those divisions that have mid-week
practices, we were happy to add a pre-season practice, for the purpose of meeting the team and uniform distribution.
Field Development
We were able to install mini-sized goals at La Verendrye Park this summer. This 40-odd-year-old park has a mini-sized
field, but had full-sized goals.
We will be adding three mini fields at Potvin next year, adjacent to the Dragons Office. However, the City of Ottawa is
planning to replace the Shefford East and West fields with a 4-pad arena. We are lobbying hard to have at least one of
the fields replaced.
Office Staff
Bridget continued to be the backbone to the success of the Association. She fields and edits all the information flowing
from parents and coaches to the Directors and ensures timely responses. Her administration skills ensure all bills are paid
and helps make the Dragons extremely well balanced fiscally. She was aided this year by Currie Rowe who was
instrumental in ensuring referees were scheduled and paid and took care of their administration. Her assistance at Cup
Day was also appreciated. Bridget will be continuing with us for 2013.
2013
The 2013 season planning is already well under way and a number of improvements are underway. Many are internal in
nature, but those that may interest our members are:
• Changing the nights of play to better balance our field and referee needs
• Making U7 a single-sex division, to enhance the experience for our young female members
• Modifying our rules up to U11 to facilitate the goalkeeper putting the ball back into play
• Formulation of a concussion policy
• Examining the possibility of running a recreational winter program
• Continuing to implement the operational aspects of the LTPD, which will likely result in changes to playing
regulations for our younger members

Pat Lacasse
Executive Director Operations
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2012 AGM Report on Marketing and Community Relations
Sponsorships
A sponsorship deal has not been made during the 2012 season.
My recommendation is for the board is to discuss the issue and either come to an agreement about the type of sponsor(s)
the GDRS would like to have, or to simply have myself make the decision.
I would like to see a sponsor who would sponsor the whole league, instead of having certain teams from various age
groups as sponsors. Having a “Subway” logo on one team and, an “Eastside Mario’s” on another may be appropriate at
the professional level, but I deem it to be confusing, and troublesome for teams who are not able to solidify a team
sponsorship deal.
Overall, the sponsor should be friendly towards youth, our community, and sport.
Charitable Contributions
Discussions about charitable contributions have been made at past board meetings, but a final decision has not been
made for the 2012 season.
I recommend a decision be made quickly, as there is funding available.
I am under the impression the GDRS have donated used equipment to organizations who specialize in bringing sport to
communities in under-privileged nations across the globe. A charity with similar interests is recommended, and will be
beneficial to the GDRS, as we continue to be leaders in the industry.
Community Relations
To complement the radio campaign, a time-slot was booked on The Team 1200 to complement the advertisements. An
informative discussion about soccer, the GDRS, and our upcoming 2012 summer season was held. The discussion was
aimed at targeting/informing additional parents, who may not have heard our advertisements, or who don’t listen to KISS
FM.
The discussion contributed to the success of meeting our desired audience, and target.
During the annual soccer day, both MP Royal Galipeau, and city councilor Rainer Bloess attended the day. Having public
figures attend a day like this is beneficial for both the GDRS, and themselves.
I recommend inviting the listed above in 2013, accompanied with additional figures: i.e. Mayor Watson, etc, etc.

Advertising and Promotions
The use of advertising on the radio and print was established. Radio advertisements we’re ran during the week before
registration started, on Kiss FM. The station was selected because of its ability to reach the selected demographics.
Community papers we’re selected as a secondary aspect of the 2012 GDRS registration campaign, and we’re successful.

Web Site
The GDRS website has increased our bottom-line. The effectiveness of being able to register players, and provide
information to parents about the league is an essential part for meeting our annual targets.
Owen Brady
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2012 AGM Summary Report on Uniforms, Equipment & Facilities
1. STATUS AS OF SEPTEMBER 2012
•
•
•
•
•

Returned soccer equipment was removed from soccer bags and placed into bins for winter storage on August 26
to 30, 2012. Approx. 20 % of equipment returned is damaged and will need replacement for next season
Laundry and dry cleaning (pennies and goal keeper shirts) was done September 1 sorting is on the way this
process takes about a month.
There are 11 sets of new uniforms available for the 2013 season.
Soccer nets on Potvin fields will remain up over the winter again this year. 4 nets at Potvin will need to be
replaced in the spring 2013.
A number of older inventory items and uniforms -- not for reuse -- will again be separated from other inventory
this fall and made available for donation to third world countries.

2. ACTION TAKEN FOR THE 2012 SEASON
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repeat: Each U5 Mini player was given a new Dragons soccer ball to keep.
Repeat: 4 nets were replaced this year at Potvin fields.
Repeat: Keeper pinnies were provided to all teams.
Repeat: Ice packs, first aid kits, and air pumps were provided to all teams.
Repeat: U12 & 13 are using size #4 soccer balls, when joint together.
NEW: Introduction of the official game ball for U-9 to U-18
NEW: All teams (U5 to U11, U13&U15 girls) will be receiving medals at the end of season.
NEW: U13, 15 & 18 boys and girls will be receiving T-shirts at the end of season.
NEW: U13 teams used the small (gym-sized) Dragons equipment bag.
NEW: U6, U7 & U8 teams received new, improved goal posts (i.e., from 1/2" to 1" diameter). Minor damage
identified.
NEW: All U9 - U11 teams to receive 1 junior net with Velcro straps as regular equipment.
Some donations (Soccer balls and uniforms) were sent to Sudan Africa. Thanks to Maria Fleming (a nurse with
doctor unlimited) &OPP officer Sgt. Rob Haggerty. 3 local schools have received some soccer ball

3. REPEATS OR CHANGES INTENDED FOR 2013
AGAIN:
• All U5 players to receive and keep a new size #3 Dragons soccer ball.
• A senior net for all U13 - U18 complete with small blue soccer bag (part of standard equipment).
• All U6 to U8 teams to receive improved 1” diameter goal posts as regular equipment.
• All U9 - U11 teams to receive 1 junior net with Velcro straps as regular equipment.
• One pair of goal-keeper gloves to be offered to all mini and youth teams (U9-U18).
NEW:
• The ‘Equipment Provided’ list will be included in all soccer bags.
• U12 & U13 teams will use the small (gym-sized) Dragons equipment bags.
• U9 to U18 Boys & Girls to receive nets with Velcro for practice and regular game.
• U9 - U18 will receive practice pinnies (10 per team) as part of regular equipment.
• 1 official game ball size #4 for u-9 to u-11 and size #5 for U-15 & U-18
• New for 2013 , 1 official game ball size #3 for U-5 to U-8
Rémi Beaudin, Director, Equipment & Facilities
Andrew Beaudin, Assistant Director, Equipment & Facilities
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2012 AGM Report of the Director of Coach Development
AIM
To provide a synopsis of work carried out by the Director of Coach Development over the 2012 summer outdoor season
so the GDRS parents are aware of my activities and to provide some suggestion on the way ahead.
DISCUSSION
I brought forward a suggestion, to the BOD that we adapt the LTPD philosophy and utilize both their coaching methods
and their future plans for our sport. Therefore we implemented no scores or standings for U12 and under something that
soccer Canada is bringing into all soccer whether recreational or competitive. We also provided all LTPD Practice Plans to
our coaches and asked them to utilize this methodology only. This was well received by most coaches.
In 2012, we had 158 Teams thru all age groups, which equates to 158 coaches most of whom had at least one assistant.
Here are the qualification numbers for 2012.
Level
AS
FUN
L2T
S4L
Total

Number of Coaches
2
2
15
9
28

L2T was run at Emily Carr Middle School in Blackburn Hamlet and the S4L was run at Garneau Catholic High School in
Orleans. All persons involved from the OSA and its instructors, the school board, and the custodians were very
accommodating and extremely helpful.
I provided a pre-equipment pick up informative session for U5 to U12 Coaches where I provided session handouts and
ensured them I was available if they had questions. This session was very well received.
I attempted to answer all coaching issues and questions through e-mail and did attend as many on-field requests as I
could.
The LTPD was predominately well received
Paid out $1,400.00 in Coach Incentive funds. This should be mentioned going forward and advertised for next year
THE WAY AHEAD, MY SUGGESTIONS
There should continue to be a mandatory coaching session for all Dragons coaches on Equipment Day. I suggest asking
for qualified volunteers to assist. At this time they will be given opportunity to ask questions and will be provided with
coaching information sheets as required.
We need to ensure we qualify more coaches to ensure our kids are receiving the correct methodology. I would seriously
look at merging our coach development tasks with the Hornets. I feel we should offer a dollar amount to them to increase
the salary of their Technical Director to provide the professional coaching expertise and guidance that is required to
bring our Dragons coaches to the next level.
Continue with our coach incentive program because as word gets out it may increase volunteers from the “fence sitters”.
Ensure we offer MED courses as our coaches need to understand their roles in the kids' lives and be given the correct
tools to assist in making it a positive endeavor for all.
Write concrete Discipline Committee By-Laws to ensure they have the required ability to remove coaches whom are
deemed detrimental to the kids, the Dragons, the OSA and Soccer as a whole.
Seek more input from our coaches to see what they feel can help improve the club and our coach development.
Annual General Meeting
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Strategic Plan: In the words of our old Treasurer we have to spend our monies, as we are not for profit. Pave the parking
lot at the HN? Buy land to build our own fields? Hire a Tech Director or again fund the Tech Director of the Hornets?
CONCLUSION
2012 was a very rewarding year for me but I have committed to coaching my youngest son as the Lead Coach for the
U10B program with our sister club the Hornets I am therefore stepping down as Director of Coach Development but
promise that I will ensure the new director is given all the guidance and information he/she requires to succeed.
Of course I have some people to thank:
Coaches – Your time and efforts are greatly appreciated as quite frankly without you the kids cannot play and that’s why
we are here!
Parents – It takes a lot of time and patience to follow our kids around Gloucester playing this wonderful game but seeing
them smile makes it all worth it so keep it up!
BOD – Wow interesting year, thanks for the time and effort you have given in 2012, and remember this is not a business
it’s a recreational soccer club and should be run as such.
Mike Lanos of the Gloucester Hornets – When I felt out of my depth or was involved in something I thought warranted a
second opinion Mike provided me with the required guidance and has proven to be great ambassador for soccer within
our two organizations.
Remi – Slow down you do too much! ☺
Pat – Thanks for coming in when we needed you and righting the ship so to speak
Alain – Wow…you were pushed, pulled, trodden on, but you were there when nobody else wanted to be so thank you.
Thanks Most of all to B and C…without you I would not have accomplished half of the things I did over the last 2yrs and I
am hoping it’s OK if I stop in and say hi as you both make a difference and the club is very lucky to have you…
Tim/Jeremy – see you on the pitch……

Yours Truly,
James H Fleming
Director of Coach Development 2011/2012
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2012 AGM Report of the Director of Youth Boys
Level

# of Teams

Number
Registered

Number Finishing
Season

U13

10

185

182

U15

8

139

136

U18

4

86

84

22

410

402

Totals

Overview:
The division had a successful year comprising 22 teams with some roughly 402 boys. In terms of incidentals, there were
no disciplinary issues and no major injuries. The division did suffer a difficult start up due to a continuing lack of parental
volunteers to fill the coaching positions essential to team formation and team validation. This remains as a major
inefficiency for club start up now for several years running. All coaches faithfully served to the end of season.
Key Observations:
This age group division is currently being characterized by 2 key drivers: demographics and geography. The majority of
the players are residing in south Gloucester in the U13 and U15 age groups. Teams formed from south Gloucester have
a significant advantage in number of players that result in larger teams caused by the local play/ car pooling dynamics.
The U18 grouping had a second year of low participation - but all four teams were fully manned.
Key Issues of the Season:
This division faced the following seasonal challenges – a 2 year trend in priority:
1. Team Making + Balancing – Major Focus on Efficient Registration + Zoning REQUIRED: The club does not
possess the required IT infrastructure to properly manage this data migration [E2E, PayPal and registration
migration between Hornets + Dragons] and apply it efficiently year by year as a player progresses between the 2
clubs. As well, zone selection for team formation remains a major time inefficiency and needs to be properly
captured during registration to minimize rework and wasted effort by the Age Group Directors.
2. Parental Discipline: Parental expectations of club accommodation for specific family dynamics remains very,
very high – in fact, it is unsustainably high. Parental unwillingness to drive to nearby commutes remains a major
impediment to club team formation efficiency. In terms of managing parents no longer manageable by the local
coach, this was a major issue several times in the season – mainly revolving around highly unrealistic parental
expectations.
3. Volunteerism in short supply: Not enough coaches and assistant coaches to launch a team. Several teams
required multiple rounds of cajoling prior to the emergence of a volunteer. Coaching incentives were implemented
with quite limited effectiveness. Coaching and volunteer fatigue was in strong evidence.
4. Control of Expectations: In order to improve player, coach and parental experience in summer soccer – the
club needs to undertake a strong messaging campaign to confirm what we are doing, achieving and providing in
our club AND what we will NOT be providing. We simply do not have adequate resources to be all things to all
people. A defined set of values and experiences – well communicated – will achieve an overall higher level of
satisfaction and acceptance by our community.
5. Player Valuations: These were not implemented in the 2012 soccer season.

Prepared by: Alex Kuhnert – Youth Boys, Director 2012
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2012 AGM Report of the Director, Youth Girls
The team selection process was a struggle this year as there was no Director in this position. The office staff stepped in
and was able to put the teams together and find coaches for all the teams. Following some confusion and frustration for
parents, as well as the staff, the season got underway on time.
As always, finding enough coaches is a struggle and there were a few teams who received coaches at the very last
minute; coaches stepping up who have previously coached and did not want to see teams having to be disbanded – we
are so thankful for those dedicated volunteers. The Director of Coach Development, James Fleming, again this year, has
gone above and beyond to help all coaches whenever he could, and offer guidance as well as a helping hand either in
person at the field or through e-mail, on the phone and even in person. Thank you James.
At the beginning of the season, a few coaches were not pleased with 20 or 21 girls on their team but, as vacations kicked
in, there were no more such comments.
U13 8 teams (average 19 players per team)
U15 8 teams (average 18 players per team)
U18 8 teams (average 20 players per team)
As everyone is well aware, most of our issues (discipline and complaints), came from this division and mostly in the U18
category. We need to do more to stress to players and parents that the code of conduct is more than a piece of paper; it
is an agreement between the player and the club. Coaches also need that same reminder. There needs to be some
accountability for actions that are inappropriate, particularly verbal threats of bodily harm or “I’ll get you in the parking lot”,
these are extremely intimidating and unfortunately, often carry over to the local mall or to school. We need a zerotolerance policy for this kind of behaviour.

Luc Beauchamp
Director, Youth Girls
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2012 AGM Report from the Director, Mini Girls
In 2012, 297 girls aged 9 through 11 played on 20 teams, as shown in the table below. Almost all the players who
registered late were placed on a team.
Level
U9
U10
U11

Initially
registered
71
73
100

Final no. of
players
84
85
128

No. of Teams
6
6
8

Median no. of
players/team
13
15
14

For comparison purposes, here are the registration numbers since 2005.
Level

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

U9

163

142

120

91

108

108

83

U10

135

143

129

90

81

100

101

U11

128

130

129

118

77

80

89

Total

426

415

378

299

266

288

273

-2.6%

-8.9%

-20.9%

-11.0%

% change

+8.3%

-5.2%

2012
84
85
128
297
+8.8%

Items of Interest
• There were more U11 players than planned for, requiring 2 new teams.
• There were 17 players on the South Gloucester U9 team. No one from SG wanted to play on an Orleans team!!
There were 2 SG teams in U10.
• 25% of the coaches were women. In the U9 division it was 50%!
• We had 3 girls teams play during the “Celebrate Summer” activities. They all appreciated the extra field time.
• There were 4 complaints that required follow-up from the Dragon’s directors. Many thanks to James Fleming and
Fred Meacoe.
• Most of the coaches in U10 and U11 returned. All but one coach in U9 had to be recruited. One U9 coach resigned
during the season.
Items to Work On
• Perhaps contact coaches from 2012 (since many return) in early February and get them to commit to coaching
courses in March.
Thank-you
I would like to thank all the coaches, assistant coaches, other parents, and board members who volunteered their time
this year for the good of the local soccer community. Thanks to them, approximately 2,300 children had the opportunity to
play soccer for fun, friends and fitness.

Susan Morris
Director, Mini Girls
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2012 AGM Report from the Director, Mini Boys
Mini Boys were divided into three age groups. Below is a breakdown of the Mini Boys Divisions with respect to number of
players and number of teams.
Age
Number of Players Number of Avg.
Change From
Group
(Approx.)
Teams
Players/Team 2011 (Player
#’s)
U9 Boys
105
8
13
-6.2%
U10 Boys
92
6
15
+19.5
U11 Boys
83
6
14
-19.4%
Total
280
22
-4.1%
All waitlist players were placed. One problem occurred for the placement of U10B waitlist players. Since the number of
teams at the U10B was limited to 6 teams this year, some U10B waitlist players were placed on a U11B team. This was
done with the approval of the parents.
The reason behind the situation can be explained by the following:
The number of teams in an age group is determined by the number of registered players during our regular registration
period (period during which the registration fees are the lowest). This year, we had more players registering late than in
previous years at the U10B level. This brought the situation where the U10B teams filled up fast and we were left with
U10B players not placed. Those U10B players were then moved to U11B teams with the parents consent. In doing this, it
was possible for us to have the players on a team and to have the players play in their respective zone as well. So, this
worked out to our advantage.
Team Formation:
Team formations in U9B to U11B were smooth, with 100% of all teams having coaches by equipment handout. However,
the majority of the coaches in all divisions did not volunteer prior to team formation, and only did so due to the fact that the
team was at risk of being disbanded. It is in this regard that I must conclude that the incentive program for getting coaches
did not seem to have had an influence on recruiting coaches at the U9B-U11B divisions.
Since this program is in its first year of existence, it is possible that many people did not know about it (although it was
well advertized). The incentive program required that the coaches take the appropriate coaching course in order to
receive the $50 incentive. The lack of time and interest in taking the courses by the parents could have been reasons for
some people not volunteering for coaching.
Participation in the 2012 Celebration of Summer in Beacon Hill
This year, the Dragons organization was approached by the Beacon Hill community to participate in the 2012 Celebration
of Summer. The Dragons’ organization decided to have teams of the U9-U11 Boys and Girls divisions to attend the event
in order to show what our organization brings to the community. The Dragons’ had 2 teams from the U9B division playing
a soccer game during the event. The players, coaches and parents had lots of fun showing their skills.
In order for the Dragons’ to have more impact on the community at this event, it will be best to organize some kind of skills
competition followed by a short game. This will definitely give a better sense of what the Dragons’ bring to the children
and parents in the communities that we serve.
Soccer Day 2012
Soccer Day 2012 for the U9B-U11B was held on August 25, 2012 at Hornets Nest and went very well. All teams played 2
games on that day.
The teams were paired according to the standings (kept by the Dragons only) at the end of the season. All the players,
coaches and supporters had fun on that day. Most of the games were very close in terms of scores. Coaches and parents
were pleased by the pairing of the teams.
At the end of the day, all the U9B-U11B players received a medal for their participation in the 2012 soccer season.
Comments from coaches and parents
During the course of the season and at Cup Day, some coaches and parents came to me with the following comments
and/or suggestions:
1. Not keeping scores and standings at the U9-U11 divisions:
The 2012 season was the first season where scores and standings were not made available to the public and
coaches. The scores and standings were still recorded by the organisation in order to pair the teams for Soccer
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Cup Day. At the beginning of the season, parents were quite surprised about the scores and standings not being
kept or not made available. Some parents were quite pleased about this and others wanted the scores and
standings still available.
It was mentioned to the parents that this was part of a new philosophy (LTPD: Long Term Player development)
coming from the Canadian Soccer Association and the Ontario Soccer Association that is meant to focus on the
players’ soccer skills development while having fun playing the game and the sport of soccer. When explained to
them, most parents gladly accepted the change.
2. Having player evaluations done in order to balance teams:
This is a comment/suggestion that has been brought up for a number of years, now. In previous years, surveys
were done to see if this was an opinion that was popular with everyone. It was found that players and parents are
more pleased to have their children play/practice with friends and in their neighbourhood than to have balance
teams. For this reason, the Dragons’ decided to not have any player evaluations prior to team formation.
3. Having an end-season tournament for Soccer Cup Day:
This suggestion was brought forward by coaches and parents. The tournament could consist of a round robin
where teams are placed into 2 separated groups. Teams from each group play each other. The top 2 teams from
each group can then participate in an elimination round (semi-finals and finals). The winner of the elimination
round would be declared the Soccer Cup Day Champion.
4. Having a recreational soccer tournament:
In this tournament, recreational teams from other associations (WOSC, OSU, Nepean, Cumberland for examples)
are invited to compete in a tournament. The tournament would consist with a round robin and an elimination
round in order to determine a winner.
Overall, the 2012 season was quite a success at the U9B-U11B divisions. The change of philosophy to LTPD was well
received by the coaches and the parents and the players learn soccer skills while having lots of fun.

Michel Beaulieu
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2012 AGM Report from the Director, Micros U7 and U8
Quick Facts
U7 Age Group
o 239 Players – down from 2004 cohort numbers
o 20 Teams in 3 divisions (South Gloucester had 4 teams)
o Average Team Size – 12.0 (12.8 for South Gloucester teams)
U8 Age Group
o 288 Players – 140 + 47 Boys and 101 Girls
o Increased enrolment from year before (2004 Age Group)
o 22 Teams in 3 divisions (U8 Girls had 8 teams)
o Average Team Size: Boys – 13.4 (11.8 in SG) , Girls – 12.6 (10.0 for two SG teams)
Overview
As a second-year director, the 2012 soccer season was significantly smoother than my first summer. My objectives
remained the same – to ensure children had a positive soccer experience and to maintain a proactive and regular
engagement with the U7 and U8 coaches.
The U7 and U8 age groups had 20 and 22 teams respectively. The U7 division had 239 participants and the U8 division
had 288.
We had fairly good balance at the U7 level, and the decision to have two Gloucester/Orleans divisions with a weighted
schedule that saw teams from the same neighbourhood playing themselves more regularly was positively received by
parents. Parents also appreciated the larger division sizes – at the U6 level last year a number of divisions were made up
of four teams, meaning a weaker team would face a stronger one every third week (potentially four times in a season.
Under the 2012 construct, teams faced each other no more than twice (three times for SG teams). All told we had
balanced representation on all teams – the smallest being 11 players and the largest 14.
At the U8 level, we are fortunate on the U8 Boys side to have enough players to create a stand-along division of four
South Gloucester teams – something that was much appreciated by parents and coaches. The U8 Girls division was
made up of eight teams – the two from South Gloucester were comprised of only 10 players each. Due to proactive
communications about the need to travel short distances for games at this age group, we did not encounter any
complaints.
With one exception, there was little difficulty in securing coaches for teams. Parents generally responded to the call when
necessary, and there were very few on-field issues on the coaching side.
This summer I was also able to accommodate parent and coach requests at both the U7 and U8 levels. The vast majority
of requests were related to playing with friends or specific coach requests. While we are under no obligation to
accommodate “Sally wants to play with Suzie” sorts of requests, I did my best to make the adjustments in order to ensure
a positive soccer experience for the participants. Coaches were briefed on this intent early in the process and were very
patient and understanding of the changes. Late registrants were accommodated where possible, but in rare instances
were allocated to teams to satisfy numbers and maintain an appropriate player balance across the division.
Once the season began, I maintained regular contact with coaches – generally through weekly update emails. There
were far fewer equipment/field/scheduling concerns this season – a testament to the good work of my colleagues in these
areas. Working collaboratively with the Director of Operations, we ensured teams of similar abilities were paired with
each other for the Soccer Day festival at the end of the season. It is worth noting that I received a lot of positive feedback
from parents and coaches at the Soccer Day about their collective experiences.
Observations and Recommendations
The following observations and recommendations for the U7 and U8 divisions are submitted for consideration going
forward.
1. Separation of Genders - U7 Division. Having now coached in the U7 Mixed division twice – and in consultation
with the Director of Operations who has had similar experience – the developmental differences between boys
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and girls is pronounced. Boys in general are more aggressive on the field, and while the differences from a skills
perspective are negligible, this character trait means girls seem to get less touches and opportunities with the ball
during the game – which makes up 50% of the practice time in this age group. Recommendation: It is
recommended that the possibility of separating the genders at the U7 age group be considered as part of the
2012 Dragons Strategic Planning Session.
2. Tiering of Teams for the Soccer Day Festival. It is recommended that the practice of “tiering” teams at the U7
level be continued. In July, coaches were asked to categorize their team as “Won all or Won Most”, “Competitive
(won some, lost some)”, and “Lost Most”. While it is acknowledged that scores are not kept at the U7 level, this
provided opportunities for teams who had tougher seasons to play teams of a similar calibre, which serves to
improve the overall soccer experience for kids. Ending the season in a rout is not fun, and not conducive to
returning the following season. Consideration should be given to expanding this practice to the U6 and U5
divisions.
Conclusion
Overall, the season was a positive one for the U7 and U8 age groups. No major complaints from parents or coaches.
Jeremy Sales
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2012 AGM Report from the Director, Micros U6
As the U5 and U6 Age Groups have previously been under one Board Position and due to the lack of a U5
Director at this time, I present this report on behalf of both the U5 and U6 Categories.
Due to the resignation of the U5-U6 Director during the time of team allocation and the perennial lack of Coaches in this
age group, there was some confusion for the parents at the beginning. However, Currie Rowe, the student Referee Coordinator did an admirable job of putting together both the U5 and U6 teams, finding coaches and, as a result, the season
was ultimately successful and rewarding.

There were 36 teams divided between the two age groups - 20 U5 teams and 16 U6 teams. The coaches and volunteers
who provide the backbone to the Dragons organization are tireless. As many, if not most, of the coaches at this age level
are not on board until the last minute, training that could be provided shortly after the start of the season would encourage
them to develop their skills and probably increase their desire to return year after year.

I stepped in at the end of June to fill the U6 vacancy until the October AGM. Although, I participated in discussions at the
Board Meetings, I was not involved in any matters concerning coaches, parents, or players for the U6 age group.

Leslie Giddings,
Director U6
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2012 AGM Report from the Head Referee
General Comments
The 2012 season was another successful year for referees within the Dragons. We experienced more problems finding
referees for games in South Gloucester than we did in 2011.
Our pool of 158 referees consists of 117 club pool officials; 23 district level; 61 youth referees; and 33 mini soccer
referees augmented by 20 district pool referees and 21 non-GRS youth referees. We were able to provide assistant
referees for some of the U13 games and most of the senior games – problems were encountered finding referees for
games at Sawmill Creek and Russell Boyd fields.
We continued to develop our club referees by assigning younger and newer referees to U15 and U18 games. We
accommodated requests to have all-adult referee teams assigned to several U18G games.
We were able to continue our referee development program by providing evaluations and feedback to 28 referees, a
decrease of 17 from 2011. The decrease is attributed to a delay in starting evaluations at the start of the season to permit
referees the opportunity to have a game or two experience prior to having an evaluation and a shortage of qualified
referee evaluators.
I updated the GRS website by creating and maintaining all the pages on the referee tab.
I ordered a three year supply of referee uniforms in the fall of 2011.
Pre-season Referee Training
•
•
•
•

Two Mini Soccer referee courses were scheduled and held this year and we were able to qualify 35 Mini Soccer
referees. 10 mini soccer referees returned from last year, down 1 from last year.
Two Entry Level courses were offered. 46 people attended the courses.
There were three referee refresher sessions offered to inform the Gloucester Referees about the changes to the FIFA
Laws of the Game.
Three ERSL Assistant Referee courses were held to qualify our Entry Level and District level officials to act as
assistant referees in ERSL competitive games.

Bob Moir Referee of the Year
The 2012 Bob Moir Referee of the Year recipients are:
Mini Soccer Referee
Lyndon Deslauriers
Entry Level Referee
Rezvan Shirazi
Closing Comments
I must give special thanks to Chris Wade who provided me with valuable support during year and to Bridget Edmonds and
Currie Rowe for all their administrative support. Without this support, my work as Head Referee would have been
considerably more difficult.

Fred Meacoe
Head Referee, Gloucester Recreational Soccer
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